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into the yellow light of the lamps
shining on the driveway, I feel it tighten,
like a slipknot tied in the muscle and bone
of my chest wall, like a rope
untended on a dock, still attached
as the boat tries to pull away.

Around us, Harleys and Indians
create their own rules of the road.
Jesus is the co-pilot of the biker babe
at the neighboring table.

Someone has forgotten to untie the line.

We sip stiff cocktails,
slide the weight of urban traffic jams
and work-day disasters
from the knotted cords
of our tense shoulders.
Black birds beg at the feet
of burly men in slick leathers.
I envy their mounds of golden fries,
thick, greasy burgers.
Shivering tourists in tank tops and shorts
discover coast summer
feels more like winter.
Fog sheets wipe sunlight from
a denim sky littered with seagulls.
I am vacationing from familiar ports,
a ship without anchor,
one hand scribbling the moment’s truth
upon paper napkins.
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Po e t r y i s n o t d e a d a n d i t h a s n’t a l l
been said before! ~ Chris & Brian
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PULLING AWAY
It begins at the front door,
there on the porch, under the shadowy pines,
where you start to say goodbye. And I
know, as I stand with one hand
on the gray door frame, that yes,
it’s late and really you should go,
but you hesitate,
shuffle things in your hands,
pass papers into your book,
adjust the small plastic bag
filled with leftovers from this evening.
That’s when I begin to feel it pull. Then,
as you go down the steps and
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It pulls now,
tighter, thinning, line straining
until just as I think I hear
the splintering of metal being pulled from wood
I remember to unwrap, let go,
toss you your line

THE WAYSIDE INN
I am visiting here for just a short time.
What does it matter what I do,
how the story turns out?
I don’t know what I want. I suppose
any one of these lives that I see here
could work out, one
of a number of different stories,
good or bad,
in the end will I care?
I know only what I carried here
in my suitcase – everything else is uncertain.
I am tired of it, the imperfect fit,
the bad timing that comes from not
having an internal GPS.
I envy those, who find it easy
to choose paint colors,
or what to do with the rest of their lives.

